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Week 117, Day 1: Stephen Porges, PhD  

Activating the Social Engagement System to Cope with Fear 

Dr. Buczynski: As you know, the body can have very dramatic responses to fear – it can fight, flee, or even 

freeze. 

So how do we work with a client whose fear has become so pervasive that their body is in a near constant 

state of defense or shutdown? 

Well, according to Dr. Stephen Porges, it comes down to asking this question: What is incompatible with 

fear?  

Dr. Porges:  Fear is, of course, a very powerful psychological emotion and it has a long history within 

psychology. But fear is a psychological construct. Sometimes psychological 

constructs are very useful and sometimes they mask underlying processes.  

When I started to investigate what people meant by the word fear, I was 

very confused because there was fear with mobilization that leads to fight/flight behaviors. There also is fear 

associated with immobilization behaviors. That leads to shutting-down behaviors, death feigning, and in 

clinical-type settings - dissociation.  

These became categorically different processes, in my mind, so I 

would always say, “When you use the word fear, do you mean 

fear with mobilization or do you mean fear with 

immobilization?” 

You can very easily understand fear with mobilization: people will run, fight, and scream. Now, the issue in 

life is often people are unable to escape, and this is the whole history of trauma. Fighting and running is just 

not an option, and their body interprets that as not being an option; but the body has other reactions – not 

voluntary reactions but life-preserving reactions.  

The body can literally go into a very evolutionarily ancient response and shut down to unavoidable life-threat 

cues. This is often experienced by many people who later develop clinical symptoms such as depression or 

other trauma-related disorders. The body has now in its repertoire this cue - this circuit or pathway - the 

“Fear is a psychological 

construct.” 

“There’s fear with mobilization 

that leads to fight/flight 

behaviors. And there’s fear with 

immobilization that leads to 

shutting-down behaviors.” 
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threshold to which has now been lowered. The body goes into immobilization. With that immobilization 

comes a physiological state that supports many of the attributes or features of depression.  

We often get tied into the notion that if you’re having an extreme experience of fear you must have had 

some antecedent traumatic experience; but let’s put that aside and say fear is a very powerful adaptive 

reaction we all have. We have this capacity to evaluate risk in our 

environment.  

The most powerful and adaptive aspect of that is it energizes us to fight or 

flee. So we know this is fight/flight, but fight/flight is not in itself bad. 

Reactions to fear aren’t categorically bad; they trigger adaptive reactions to enable us to survive. 

Fear is not necessarily a bad thing. The question is, when it becomes 

pervasive it starts creating or at least capturing the personality in the 

behavioral features of the individual. They’re fearful of novelty, 

interacting, leaving the house – kind of a generalization of issues. 

If we look at that, we have to ask questions about what is incompatible with fear?  

Treatment and therapy models don’t always have to look for the underlying cause of fear. They may start 

asking questions about, “How can we enable a bio-behavioral state in the client that now is either 

incompatible with fear or contains the fear?” This is where we get into the idea of cues of safety, cues of 

social engagement, and the capacity to coregulate. 

We have a lot of examples. People may be very fearful of heights, but they might go on a roller coaster. How 

would they go on a roller coaster? They would hold someone’s hand and they would be talked to.  

You now have these physiological systems that are hierarchically organized and where one contains this 

fight/flight behavior. The issue of even the notion of shutting down as an adaptive physiological response to 

life-threat fear - that can also be tempered by the availability of another individual with cues of safety and 

coregulation.  

Dr. Buczynski: So according to Stephen, we can help our clients override their fight/flight responses by 

encouraging them to socially engage during times of fear with someone who can be comforting and a source 

of safety.  

“Reactions to fear aren’t 

categorically bad; they 

trigger adaptive reactions 

to enable us to survive.” 

“Fear is a very 

powerful adaptive 

reaction we all have.” 
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But this can be difficult for some clients to actually put into practice.  

So how might we help a fearful client use these social engagement skills outside the safe confines of our 

office?  

Dr. Porges: The point I would talk about is critical, since I keep emphasizing that physiological state. The 

movement of pulling in this social engagement system to temper or contain the fight/flight behavior occurs 

spontaneous in play.  

Functionally, when we play - when we used to play before it was videogames, when everything was social 

interaction - play is mobilization and use of social engagement to ensure cues of movement aren’t 

misinterpreted as being aggressive. We have in organized play movement - whether we call it dancing or 

sports. Historically, in our body this was associated with fight/flight, but they’re being contained with cues of 

safety and social interaction. 

I call this a neural exercise. The idea of dealing with individuals who have high fear, which may also translate 

into high levels of social anxiety, would be to engage them in play with another person or a group. They’re 

using face-to-face voice/vocal cues and understanding the physical presence of the other person in their 

environment as a cue of safety, while also mobilized. 

I think those neural exercises may promote or end up being part of 

treatment for people who have free-floating anxiety or high levels 

of fear.  

Again, the issue of fear is a psychological construct. What that 

means is fear is a useful word when we talk about psychological processes, but it may not map into one 

simple neurophysiological circuit.  

We have to be very careful about using the word fear to describe a 

person’s behavior or how they are feeling. An individual who may be 

fearful may have a high level of anxiety and mobilization, while another 

person might be just totally functionally dissociative because they don’t 

want to try to engage the world. 

We have to understand that those two behavioral manifestations are 

recruiting different neural circuits. Because they’re recruiting different 

“An individual who may 

be fearful may have a 

high level of anxiety and 

mobilization, while 

another person might be 

just totally functionally 

dissociative.” 

“Fear is a useful word when 

we talk about psychological 

processes, but it may not 

map into one simple 

neurophysiological circuit.” 
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neural circuits the treatment model will need to be different.  

The treatment model for a person who is fearful, but mobilized and anxious, is relatively - I would use the 

term - simple. Neuro-physiologically, humans and other mammals evolved to shift from mobilization and 

defense, rapidly, to social engagement - with cues of safety. The metaphor of play with cues of safety enables 

the containment of mobilization.  

However, mammals and humans – especially humans – didn’t evolve to easily transition from life-threat 

shutting-down fear into more social behavior; that requires a different level of assuredness to the person 

who is experiencing the life-threat fear. When I say assuredness, I mean a slower movement, cues of safety, a 

different level of witnessing, a respect, and a support that enables that client to feel safe. Everything is now 

going to be about a fearful person feeling safe and leveraging those feelings of safe to expand, and in a sense 

now contain, the fearful feelings.  

Dr. Buczynski: As Stephen Porges explained, immersing a client in social interaction with others can help 

them work through their fears by activating their social engagement systems. 

Tomorrow we’ll look at how to help a client whose strategies for coping with fear just aren’t working 

anymore. 

But right now, I’d like to hear from you. How will you use these ideas with your clients? 

Please leave a comment below, and I’ll see you tomorrow.  


